
Deploy remote work scenarios—rapidly and securely.

Secure Workspace
in a Day (Rapid 
Deployment)
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Remote work is enabling millions of workers around the 
world to stay productive, helping organizations to maintain 
business continuity in the face of our global health crisis.

Enable your team to work from anywhere with 
Secure Workspace in a Day

With this one-day workshop, we will show you
how you can use Microsoft technologies to:

Empower people to stay connected
• Enable people to meet and collaborate from home
• Engage people with virtual events and communications
• Make productivity applications available on any device

Maintain security and control
• Enable cloud identities with single sign-on and self-

service password reset
• Secure, remote access to Microsoft Teams

Solution Highlights

Steps for Enablement

We will discuss the most critical steps for remote work, and how we can rapidly deploy key scenarios. We 
will evaluate your options and leave you with a concrete deployment plan and next steps. 

This one-day workshop is primarily focused on business continuity, addressing the following quick steps 
of enablement:

Evaluate your remote 
work options and business 
implications in one 
workshop

Goal is to enable remote 
work quickly, with more 
advanced options at a later 
stage

ONE day workshop leaves 
you with a concrete 
deployment plan, timelines, 
and next actions
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Who It’s For

The workshop is intended for decision-makers such as:

• Chief Information Security 
Officer (CISO)

• Chief Information Officer 
(CIO) 

 
 
 

• Chief Security Officer (CSO)
• Data Protection Officer
• Data Governance Officer
• IT Security 

 
 

• IT Compliance
• Data Governance
• IT Operations

Follow Up Discussions

The one-day workshop is focusing on quick and secure workspace enablement, which is also a 
foundational element for future conversations on our Microsoft 365 solutions:

• Secure Workspace Essentials 
Includes M365, Exchange Online, OneDrive, Teams, SharePoint and WatServ CloudOps 

• Secure Workspace Standard 
Includes Secure Workspace Essentials plus Endpoint Management, Windows updates, security 
improvements and WatServ CloudOps 

• Secure Workspace Premium 
Includes Secure Workspace Standard plus Azure Virtual Desktop and WatServ CloudOps  

Since 2006, WatServ has been a trusted IT solutions provider helping clients digitally transform 
their business through cloud consulting, engineering and advanced managed services. WatServ is 
a Microsoft Gold Partner (Cloud Platform, Cloud Productivity and Datacenter) and a leading global 

provider of hosted and managed services for Microsoft Dynamics.

What’s Included?

In addition to the Deployment Guidance report, you will get: 

• Environmental & workload analysis, including a quick assessment of your security posture
• A list of actionable recommendations to deploy hybrid identity, Microsoft Teams, and security
• Teams & Security Adoption Kit, including end user training, workload introductions, and support 

resources 
• An inside look at Microsoft’s holistic approach to remote work and how it relates to your organization
• Identification of potential blockers and challenges
• Recommendation on free Microsoft 365 trials for immediate deployment
• Technical guide for advanced remote work scenarios
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